Development of a comprehensive measure to assess clinical issues in dual diagnosis patients: The Substance Use Event Survey for Severe Mental Illness.
This paper provides a description of The Substance Use Event Survey for Severe Mental Illness (SUESS), a brief (20-30 min) interview that assesses clinical issues and domains that are relevant patients with substance use disorders and severe mental illness. First, we discuss the need for a new clinical measure for dual diagnosis patients, as well as our process of creating domains and items and developing the content of the assessment. Second, we provide a first look at the performance of the SUESS in a large sample of dually diagnosed patients from several large scale studies, including how patients responded to the instrument and their ability to complete the items. Third, we present initial reliability data on the SUESS. Finally, we include some initial validity data, including comparison of the self-report of substance use questions to urinalysis results, and verification of the service use information from medical record review. The SUESS appears to be a useful assessment that is tolerated and understood by dual diagnosis patients, and shows good preliminary reliability and validity.